Let’s create the next GENERATION OF LIFESAVERS™

CARDIAC ARREST

is a leading cause of death in the U.S., but when ordinary people know and perform CPR, survival rates can double or even triple.

CPR IN SCHOOLS TRAINING KIT™
The CPR in Schools Training Kit is a fun and easy-to-use educational program designed specifically to meet the needs of school educators.

► WHY CPR TRAINING IS IMPORTANT
The American Heart Association provides you with materials, teaching aids, and online resources to start a program in your school. Training high school students prior to graduation can add millions of trained rescuers and create our next generation of lifesavers.

► JOIN THE MOVEMENT!
1-866-935-5484
Vist heart.org/CPRinSchools or cprinschools@heart.org
CPR in Schools Training Kit™

- The premiere resource for facilitating a CPR in Schools training class for 10 to 20 students at once
- Designed to empower students to learn the core skills of CPR in one class period and it teaches AED skills and choking relief
- Portable, allowing for convenient movement from classroom to classroom and easy storage

CPR IN SCHOOLS TRAINING KIT INCLUDES

- 1 wheeled classroom carry bag
- 10 Mini Anne® Plus inflatable manikins
- 10 kneel mats
- 10 individual carry bags
- 1 hand pump for manikin inflation
- 5 practice-while-watching training DVDs
- 1 Facilitator Guide (updated images and text)
- 1 Facilitator Binder that contains the Lesson Plan, pre- and post-tests, and additional supplementary material
- 10 AED training simulators
- 2 mesh collection and storage bags
- 10 replacement airways
- 10 replacement face masks
- 50 manikin wipes

Be a part of... CPR TRAINED